
Essential Reading

In Canada, a Trade War Emerges — Already battling a trade war with its neighbor to the south, Ottawa finds itself
in the midst of a new export spat that’s much closer to home — this time, between two of its provinces. Link

Iran Deals With the JCPOA — The May 12 deadline for the United States and the European Union to decide how
to deal with Iran’s nuclear program is fast approaching. Stratfor analysts break down Iran’s options should new
sanctions be imposed. Link

Reflections

The Armenian Protests and the Euromaidan Effect — Armenia's former president attempted a power grab,
sparking days of protests. He resigned rather than confront the demonstrations with force, as he had done
previously. Why? Ukraine. Link

Sarkisian could have followed the same tactics used to snuff out protests following his election 10 years ago.
But he clearly hesitated to adopt a more forceful response this time.

Global Perspectives

The Pension Time Bomb: $400 Trillion by 2050 — Increased life expectancies will put extra strain on the world
economy, as this infographic by Jeff Desjardins from Stratfor partner Visual Capitalist explains. Link

Stratfor Graphic

The war of words between two of Canada's provinces over Kinder Morgan's pipeline expansion shows no sign
of abating.
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Forums

Contribute to the conversation. Share your thoughts in our forum section to engage with our analysts, editors
and fellow Stratfor Worldview subscribers.

India has withdrawn from a 10+ year joint project with Russia to develop a Fifth Generation Fighter Aircraft
(FGFA). The project had long been in trouble, with several technical issues plaguing it, mainly related to the
design's stealth features. There isn't any doubt that technical issues played the biggest role here, but we also need
to pay attention to the very gradually cooling of the India-Russia relationship. As India tilts more toward the
United States, and Russia forges a deep strategic convergence with China, all the drivers are present for an Indo-
Russian divergence. However, a serious break is highly unlikely given India's deep dependence on Russian
defense platforms and the mutually beneficial gains that come from successful projects such as BrahMos — an
Indo-Russian medium-range ramjet supersonic cruise missile — with their associated export potential for both
countries. We'd be interested to hear your thoughts on the matter.

Theme of the Week: Southeast Asia: Burdened By Consensus

The 10 member states of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) sit at the center of a rapidly
changing region in which China’s rise offers both strategic risks and economic rewards. ASEAN’s land connections
into southeastern China and their shared South China Sea coastline make the region a key site of competition for
not only China but also the United States and its regional partners. The member countries' 32nd annual summit
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in Singapore this week will focus, as always, on how to navigate this dynamic. But given their shared history of
colonization and foreign interference, the ASEAN countries have organized themselves into a loose alignment,
leaving much room for individual dissent. Their diverging interests often mean that ASEAN’s decisions are
watered down and members reach agreement on only the narrowest of issues. And with the region undergoing
massive shifts, this discrepancy between collective interests and individual interests will determine whether the
goup can face regional challenges with a unified front. Link

News You May Have Missed

For even more news, visit Stratfor's Situation Reports page.

Armenia: Opposition Leader Who Helped Oust Prime Minister Prepared to Take Power Link

Saudi Arabia: Crown Prince Launches Privatization Program Link

Japan: New Bilateral Trade Dialogue to Begin Mid-June Link

Yemen: Airstrike Kills Prominent Houthi Leader Link

Colombia: 12,000 Soldiers Deployed to Catatumbo Region Amid Clashes Link

Saudi Arabia: King to Inaugurate Major Entertainment Park Link

Russia: Prime Minister Signs Eurasian Economic Union Free Trade Agreement with Iran Link

Do you still have questions about your Worldview membership? Please refer to this guide as a resource.
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